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PROEMIO 

 

Muses of Helicon, let us begin our song with them,  

who hold the great and holy mountain of Helicon,  

and around its violet-like spring and altar of exceedingly  

strong Kronios, dance on dainty feet, and  

who, after bathing their soft skin in the Permessos 5 

or the spring of the Horse or holy Olmeios  

on the peak of Helicon, form their dances, beautiful  

dances that arouse desire, and they move erotically.  

From Helicon they rise up veiled in a deep mist and walk  

through the night, sending forth their voice most beautiful, 10 

hymning aegis-bearing Zeus and Lady Hera  

the Argive clad in sandals of gold, and  

the daughter of Zeus of the aegis, gray-eyed Athena, and  

Phoebus Apollo and Artemis, who pour forth arrows, and  

Poseidon, holder and shaker of Gaia, and 15 

august Themis and Aphrodite of the glancing eyes and  

and Hebe with her golden crown and beautiful Dione, and  

Leto and Iapetos and Kronos of crooked counsel and  

Eos and great Helios and shining Selene and  



Gaia and great Okeanos, and black Night and 20 

the sacred clan of the other deathless ones who are for always.  

The Muses once taught Hesiod beautiful song  

while he was shepherding sheep at the foot of holy Helicon.  

The goddesses first spoke this word to me,  

the Muses of Olympus, daughters of aegis-bearing Zeus. 25 

“Rustic shepherds, worthless reproaches, mere stomachs,  

we know how to say many lies like the truth,  

and, whenever we wish, we know how to tell the truth.”  

Thus spoke the fluent daughters of mighty Zeus, and  

they gave me a scepter, a branch of flourishing laurel 30 

that they had plucked, a thing of wonder.  They breathed  

in me an inspired voice so I might celebrate what will be and  

what has been, and they bid me to hymn the clan of the blessed  

ones who always are and to sing of them first and last.  

But what has this to do with an oak or a rock? 35 

You, let us begin from the Muses who in hymning their  

father Zeus, delight his mighty mind within Olympus,  

saying what is and what will be and what has been,  

with voices in tune, and a sound flows tirelessly  

and sweet from their mouths.  The halls of father Zeus 40 



loud-thundering laugh as their delicate sound fragments,  

and the peaks of snow-covered Olympus resound as do  

the halls of the immortals. They emit their immortal  

tones and first celebrate the august clan of the gods  

in song from the beginning, whom Gaia and wide Ouranos 45 

bore, and those born from them, gods, givers of good things.  

Secondly, they celebrate Zeus, father of gods and men,  

[corrupt line: The goddesses hymn beginning and ending song]  

so much is he the foremost of the gods and greatest in power.  

Again, by hymning the clan of men and powerful Giants, 50 

they delight the mind of Zeus within Olympus.  

Muses of Olympus, daughters of aegis-bearing Zeus,  

whom Mnemosyne mingled with father Kronios
1
  and bore  

in Pieria, while she was guarding the fields of Eleutheros  

to be forgetfulness of troubles and cessation of worries. 55 

For nine nights, the counselor Zeus was mingling with her  

apart from the immortals, going up into her sacred bed.  

But when it had been a year, and the seasons of the withering  

months turned, and the many days were fulfilled,  

she bore nine maidens, alike in mind, who care for song 60 

in their breasts and whose spirits are free of pain,  



down a little from the highest peak of snow covered Olympus.  

There are their shining dancing places and beautiful halls,  

and beside them the Graces and Desire have their dwellings  

amid festivities.  Sending forth their lovely voice 65 

they sing songs and celebrate the ordinances and trusty ways  

of all the immortals, sending forth their lovely voice.  

Then they go to Olympus, glorying in their beautiful voice  

amid ambrosial song.  All around them as they hymn, black  

Gaia laughs, and a lovely din rises up from their feet 70 

as they are coming to their father.  He is king in Ouranos,  

holding the thunder and gleaming lightning bolt and  

after conquering his father Kronos by power.  Fairly in each  

did he distribute to the immortals their ordinances and devise  

their provinces.  These things the Muses who have their hall 75 

on Olympus, sing, the nine daughters sired by mighty Zeus,  

Kleio and Euterpe and Thaleia and Melpomene and  

Terpsichore and Erato and Polymnia and Ourania and  

Kalliope.  The last is the foremost of them all,  

for she accompanies and attends revered kings 80 

Whomever the daughters of mighty Zeus honor and  

see being born from kings nurtured by Zeus,  



upon his tongue they pour dew sweeter than honey and  

 

 

 

from his mouth flow soothing words.  All the people  

look to him as he decides between opposing claims 85 

with straight judgments.  He addresses them without erring  

and quickly and knowingly ends a great quarrel.  

For this reason, kings are wise, because for people  

injuring one another in assembly, they end actions that call  

for vengeance easily, appeasing the parties with soft words. 90 

As he walks in the marketplace, they glorify him as if a god  

with soothing deference, and he stands out in the gathering.  

Such is the sacred bounty of the Muses to men.  

From the Muses and far-shooting Apollo  

are singers and guitar-players across the earth 95 

but kings are from Zeus.  Blessed is he whom the Muses  

love.  From his mouth the streams flow sweeter than honey.  

If anyone holds sorrow in his spirit from fresh grief and  

is dried out in his heart from grieving, the singer,  

servant of the Muses, hymns the deeds of men of the past 

10

0 



and the blessed gods who hold Olympus and  

right away he forgets his troubles and does not remember  

a single care.  Quickly do the gifts of the goddess divert him.  

Hail, children of Zeus, and give your song that excites desire.  

Celebrate the holy race of immortals who are for always, 

10

5 

those born from Ge and starry Ouranos, and  

from dark Night and those whom salty Pontos bore.  

Tell how the gods and Gaia first came into being and  

rivers and the boundless sea raging with swell and  

the shining stars and wide Ouranos above 

11

0 

[The ones born of them, gods, givers of good things] and  

how they divided the wealth and apportioned provinces,  

also how they first came to hold Olympus of many glens.  

Tell me these things, Muses who hold your halls on Olympus.  
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